From: Rescue the Perishing <rtp@iowatelecom.net>
Sent: Wednesday, July 22, 2020 2:44 PM
To: 'rtp@iowatelecom.net'
Subject: NO more sexual miscreants as judges. Vote NO on Mazurek.
Judicial Officers of Iowa District #3;
Lawyers and family members of the late District Associate Judge Cameron Arnold are telling me that he
would be proud of our recent efforts (attached and below). Candidly, I grieve at the moral loss of the Iowa
Judicial system. Nations go to civil war or fall when the majority of the population lose confidence in their
Justice system. (Think English Civil War.) From Ferguson, MO to Minneapolis, MN the poor (regardless
of color) have been ground down into poverty, misery and needless jail time (for non-violent offenses) by
local courts and the attending social services systems. They’ve been plundered. (I’m ignoring the violent
BLM Marxists who’ve coopted their cause. But am looking at the real poor being ground down by the
justice system.)
But now the justice system in America has a problem, as President Trump is waking up to it as well. In
June of 2019 he called Dallas, TX, former Asst. US Attorney, Sidney Powell, a “great attorney”. Why?
Because in her two books Licensed to Lie and Conviction Machine and multiple media appearances,
she is revealing to conservatives that prosecutors, judges and the media at the federal and local level are
perverting justice, suppressing exculpatory evidence, using fraudulent investigators reports (FBI 302s),
stacking charges, making a fair trial to risky, etc. She particularly strikes hard at the USDOJ and names
names. (If you haven’t heard, she is Lt. General Michael Flynn’s newest lawyer.) And around the country
conservatives will soon be saying, “Wait a minute, is this what the inner-city poor have been saying for
the last 25 years?”
Wait until the inner city poor and middle class Republicans realize they have something in common….a
perverted justice system, serving its own ends. The late Judge Cameron Arnold of Spirit Lake saw this
day coming 25 years ago.
Continue putting moral misfits on the bench and the day will come (probably after I’m gone from this earth
to be with my Lord) and the anger in the streets will be focused on….the Court Houses. ‘Own it’ officers
of the Court in NW Iowa. As you play your role in perverting justice it has a cumulative effect. Even the
blue-collar saps that came up to us in Spencer yesterday, were seething mad about the gross injustice
done to them by the Courts.
Meanwhile, the Cameron Arnold Judicial Reform Initiative, a special project of Rescue the Perishing
keeps doing its meager part to stop such misfits from getting nominated. See our flier that went out
across NW Iowa, below. And see the picture attached of our picket at the North side of the Clay County
Courthouse yesterday. As of this writing I’ve not heard from the District #3 Court Administrator who they
nominated.
P.S. I would still be pleased to receive an invitation to sit in on the next District #3 Judicial Conference
and listen to the seriousness of what you folks deliberate on. I trust it’s not mostly a drinking party. Cam
Arnold and now Sidney Powell (p 141 Conviction Machine) both agreed that most of you people think
“you are God.” Do read Psalm 82 those of you who share such arrogance.
BTW, word is that Sidney Powell has accepted an invitation to speak here in NW Iowa this fall. Let me
know if you want details as to her engagement. But, I’m not going to hold my breath.
Christos Kurios,
Paul R. Dorr
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“…The future belongs to the fertile!” --Roger Devlin on Red Ice Radio, Sweden

